Marching to the Top by the
Sound of Her Own Drum
A Woman Engineer Strives for Her Place in a Male World

i

by Martha K. Hicks, Michigan Gamma ’63

Traverse City, MI,
in 1940 and raised nearby in
the small town of Mayfield. I
attended a small country school
and started playing percussion in
the 6th grade, eventually earning scholarships to attend the National Music
Camp at Interlochen, MI, in high school.
Now known as the Interlochen Center
for the Arts, this camp attracted students from all 50 states as well as many
foreign countries. In addition to providing intense musical training and competition, Interlochen allowed me to interact
with individuals from many backgrounds
and broadened my perspective of the
world beyond rural northern Michigan.
My mother was trained as a school
teacher and wanted me to have the opportunity to attend college. So, in the
10th grade, I transferred to an accredited
high school in Traverse City where I was
the only girl in the percussion section. I
auditioned and won first chair, despite
bullying from the boys in the band, and
as a senior I had the opportunity to teach
the junior band. I quickly realized that
as much as I loved music, I didn’t enjoy
teaching band. Thus, I turned down a
scholarship in music performance from
the University of Illinois and chose
instead to study engineering at the University of Michigan.
was born in

University of Michigan
In the fall of 1958, I was one of 20 women
in a freshman engineering cohort of over
400 students. Over the next few years,
80% of these women left—making me
one of just four females in the engineering senior class. Women were restricted
or excluded from many opportunities at
the time; for instance, while I was able to
join the concert band as a freshman, girls
were not allowed to play in the U of M
marching band.
Girls also weren’t allowed to take mechanical drawing classes in high school.
This meant I had to “catch up” with my
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When Michigan Gamma
selected retired Ford Motor
Company senior executive
Martha Hicks for initiation as an
Eminent Engineer last December, she was invited to give
the banquet address reflecting
on her career and the extra
challenges present to women
engineers 50 years ago. For one
thing, women were not eligible
for TBP membership. The
best of female students were
offered a “Women’s Badge”
instead of full membership.
Due to the pioneering efforts
and determination of female
students and professionals
over the past five decades, both
the engineering field and Tau
Beta Pi have come to welcome
women as full members. Here
is how one woman managed to
succeed and, in the process,
help change a male-dominated
field.

male classmates at Michigan, spending
many long hours developing basic skills
for lettering and inking mechanical
drawings before being able to complete
assignments in the required mechanical
drawing college course. Eventually, I
dropped concert band in order to spend
more time on engineering assignments
and managed to persevere despite
both subtle and overt discrimination
against women in engineering. In one
of my junior year courses, the professor announced that girls were not
welcome—and told me that if I insisted
on enrolling, the highest grade I could
receive was a “C”. This attitude was not
uncommon among faculty at the time—
although not always voiced so honestly— and while I learned a lot in this
course I also earned the promised “C”.
Worked on the line
In the summers, I returned to Traverse
City and worked on the line sorting
good fruit from bad at the Cherry
Growers Canning Factory. The work
was physically demanding, and I quickly
realized that management didn’t always
treat the factory workers with the respect they deserved. I also learned how
to fit in with the other plant workers,
who were mostly older women, and
gained a deep appreciation for “line
workers” that proved valuable in my
future career.
Much to my family’s surprise, it
became apparent in my senior year
that I would actually graduate from U
of M with a degree in engineering. My
mother and aunt, both school teachers,
panicked at this realization. They were
certain that I would never find a job
as a woman engineer and insisted that
I stay to earn a teaching certificate. I
complied and, in 1963, graduated from
the University of Michigan with a Bachelor of Science in engineering (majoring
in mathematics) and a teaching certificate in mathematics and science. I spent

one year after college teaching algebra, plane
geometry, and trigonometry at Wayne Memorial High School in Wayne, MI. While I loved
the students, teaching still wasn’t the right
career choice for me and I decided to pursue
an engineering job instead.

Hicks is shown in a high
school graduation portrait
and working as an analyst
in the University of Michigan space physics program.

Early Engineering Career
I returned to the University of Michigan
and accepted a position as a program analyst with the space physics program, which
was contracted by NASA to analyze upper
atmospheric temperature and density data.
I became adept at programming in machine language,
which is a set of instructions
executed directly by a computer’s central processing
unit (CPU). Each individual
instruction performs a very
specific task: load information from a specific location,
jump to a new location, save
information to a location,
complete a numerical operation, etc. Today, most programmers write computer
code at a much higher level
and rely on the compiler
to translate their pseudoEnglish code into machine
language instructions. My
task was to write machine
language code that would
convert analog data into
digital formats, using a Digital Equipment Corporation
PDP-8 computer with 4K of core memory (each program
instruction used 16 bits of memory).

computers that were twice as powerful: they each had 8K
of memory! I was also promoted to the first
level of Ford management while working in
“In one of my junior year
the numerical control department.

New engineering position
courses, the professor anIn 1967, I left U of M to accept a new ennounced that girls were not
Automotive assembly division
gineering position in the numerical control
welcome—and told me that
In 1976, the U.S. government was presdepartment at the design center for Ford
if I insisted on enrolling, the
suring corporations to include technical
Motor Company. At the time, this departwomen in all aspects of their business.
ment was implementing a new, automated
highest grade I could receive
The automotive assembly division (AAD)
approach to generating two-dimensional
was a ‘C’. This attitude was
of Ford, which provided staff functions
data from the full-size clay models (created
not uncommon among facfor the assembly plants, needed to find at
by master craftsmen) that were used to
ulty at the time—although
least one woman to satisfy this requiredevelop new car models. Previously, temnot always voiced so honment, and thus I was offered a position
plates were used to gather two-dimensional
estly— and while I learned a
in their tool services department. I was
data from the clay models. The numerical
lot in this course I also earned
reluctant to accept because this was not
control department was established to authe promised ‘C’.”
a promotion, but associates whom I retomate this process, and I spent the next
spected thought the offer was filled with
nine years programming small computers,
opportunity and encouraged me to make the move.
again in machine language, to drive numerically controlled
The first six months were very difficult. The tool sermachines. These machines collected numerical data from the
vices department was staffed by older men who had come
clay models, drafted the data in two dimensions, and milled
through the ranks in the auto plants—they did not take
1/4 size clay models. This time, however, I got to work with
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process control
techniques.
The Deming
Philosophy
The core of the
Deming Philosophy is that workers want to do a
good job, but they
can only build a
quality product if
management provides them with
the proper tools.
In the case of
manufacturing at
Ford, the “proper
tools” were basic statistical
process control
techniques. Also,
Deming insisted
that management
must share quality and cost data
with the worker.
Hicks is pictured with W. Edwards Deming
This was highly
kindly to working with a college-educated woman. My
controversial at Ford, where management had never
experiences at numerical controls came in handy in my
before shared cost information with workers, and the
new assignment in tool services, as I used data collected
Deming approach met substantial resistance from both
by the design center and a computer graphics system to
Ford management and union leadership.
design the blocks and fingers for body shop and stamping
I was tasked to help Deming convince Ford managetooling. Blocks and fingers are the clamps that hold the
ment and union leadership that embracing the Deming
sheet metal in place when welding or stamping occur. I
Philosophy would educate and empower the workers and
worked hard to fit in with the tool services department
lead to improvements in the quality of Ford products.
and eventually won the respect and acceptance of my coUnder the guidance of Deming, we began to train all of
workers; these men proved to be a great
our division’s personnel in this new phihelp later when I began working in the
losophy. We used a top-down approach:
“The most important les- first, we trained our division manageassembly and stamping plants.
son I learned was to treat ment and staff, and then the National
people with dignity and re- Ford Department of the UAW (United
Promoted to supervisor
spect—whether you work
After 18 months, I was promoted to superAuto Workers union). Then we began a
visor in the supplier quality assurance and
pilot training program at one facility, the
for them, work with them,
reliability department, which worked with
or manage their work—as Walton Hills Stamping Plant in Ohio. I
our supply base to improve part quality
was asked to go to the plant to personally
your colleagues’ happiness
and assess part reliability. While I was in
and success are ultimately convince the bargaining committee to
this position, Ford corporate management
agree to training and program implemenvital to your own career
retained W. Edwards Deming, Ph.D., as a
tation. I arrived to find that neither the
achievements.”
consultant to help us improve the quality
plant management nor the union leadof our vehicles. He was the individual who
ership wanted to embrace the Deming
helped the Japanese improve their manufacturing quality
Philosophy.
after World War II. The Japanese revered Deming and
credited him in later years with their reputation for high
Whistling and cat calls
quality products.
On the morning of my arrival in Ohio, I met first with the
My department’s responsibilities expanded to include
plant manager, who arranged a meeting with the foreman
being the interface between Deming and the automotive
and bargaining committee in the plant office area. The
assembly division, implementing the “Deming Philosomanager then mentioned that, because of layoffs, there
phy” in our manufacturing facilities using statistical
were no women working on the plant floor. Expecting
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that I would be working in the plant, I had dressed in
quality organizations in the 58 Ford Motor assembly and
conservative attire (work pants, shirt, and shoes).
stamping plants around the globe.
As I started my solo journey through the middle of
During the 1990s, I participated in developing three
the plant to the meeting area, the only noise to be heard
separate UAW/Ford labor contracts and developed
was the clang of the presses; however, before I was
warm, personal relationships with many of the union
halfway through, I heard the sound of whistling and cat
representatives—which was uncommon in the bargaining
calls. I immediately stopped and climbed onto the nearest
process! This friendship was recognized when the UAW
press. I approached the operator (one of the whistlers),
invited me to walk with them down Woodward Avenue
introduced myself and offered to shake his hand. The
in Detroit during the Labor Day Parade. It was a unique
whistling in the plant stopped as the red-faced operator
opportunity to participate in the living history of orgashook my hand while I explained the reason for my visit
nized labor and an experience that few auto company
and expressed my lack of knowledge of the stamping
executives ever have.
business. I asked if he would be willing to help me learn
about stamping and offered in return to help him unCareer Reflections
derstand how to improve process performance and part
Over the years, I became a close friend of Deming and
quality. He agreed, and I climbed down to complete my
frequently hosted him for dinner at my home when he
journey to the foreman’s office. When I entered, the forevisited Detroit. I often made pot roast and mashed potaman and union leadership greeted me with a smile and
toes, a favorite meal of his, and sent my homemade fruit
said that I would do just fine: I had just
cake every Christmas—which he enjoyed
passed the first of many hurdles.
in front of the fire with a glass of gin.
“In this case, being female We corresponded by phone and letter
Ultimately, this plant agreed to be the
(and physically small) was
pilot location and our first step was to
until his death, and I am grateful for the
actually an asset: I spent unique opportunity to befriend this piotrain the plant operating committee and
hours working with union
the union bargaining committee in the
neer of manufacturing quality control.
committee members in nonDeming Philosophy. I had many meetings
If I have one regret about my career,
with the union committee members, who
threatening environments, it is that I never had the opportunity to
were generally very intelligent and posoften over lunch, to help serve as a plant manager, although I was
sessed good leadership skills. However,
able to work at the plant level in the U.S.,
them feel comfortable with
their formal education often stopped after
the quality and production Canada, Europe, and Asia. It wasn’t until
high school and many were intimidated
two years before my retirement that
statistics. Our pilot impleabout having to learn statistics, even at
Ford Motor Company had the courage
mentation was successful...”
the basic level required to implement the
to place a woman in a plant management
Deming approach in their plant. In this
position—and when I retired, that female
case, being female (and physically small) was actually
pioneer was promoted to replace me as director of qualan asset: I spent hours working with union committee
ity.
members in non-threatening environments, often over
I am grateful to the University of Michigan and Ford
lunch, to help them feel comfortable with the quality and
Motor Company for a wonderful career. My affiliation
production statistics. Our pilot implementation was sucwith them made it possible for me to achieve more than
cessful, as measured by improved quality at the Walton
I ever believed possible. My husband, Jack, is grateful to
Hills Stamping Plant, and workers felt part of a team and
the University of Manitoba and the University of Tobegan to care deeply about the quality of their products.
ronto and for his career as the president of a major manuThe techniques that proved effective at Walton Hills
facturing company.
were then implemented at all of Ford’s stamping and
Because of our good fortune, we are establishing
assembly facilities in the U.S. and Canada, and the comscholarships, at the University of Manitoba in engineerpany maintained a relationship with Deming until he died
ing, at the Interlochen Center for the Performing Arts
in 1993.
where I attended music camp, at Washtenaw Community
College, a vital resource for Washtenaw County, and at
Engineering Management
the University of Michigan in engineering.
After the success at Walton Hills, I was promoted in
Engineering proved to be a wonderful career choice
1985 to manager of assembly, stamping, and trim quality
for me, and Ford provided some remarkable opportunicontrol. My department directed vehicle and part quality
ties for me to gain technical and management experience
audits at all U.S. and Canadian plants, worked to improve
while working in manufacturing facilities across the
dealer relations, supported new model launches at our
globe.
assembly plants and analyzed warranty data for our diviThe most important lesson I learned, however, was
sion. Three years later, I was promoted to the executive
to treat people with dignity and respect—whether you
management position of director of quality for the vehicle
work for them, work with them, or manage their work—
operations division. As director, I served on the division’s
as your colleagues’ happiness and success are ultimately
operating committee, chaired the dealer council, directed
vital to your own career achievements.
a worldwide staff of 170 employees, and managed the
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